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Short Communication
Wound pH remains in the focus of scientific considerations for 

the diagnosis and treatment of chronic wounds as emphasized in 
recent studies [1-7]. Supported by abundant evidence, it may be 
taken for granted that a rapid acute wound healing occurs with 
low, acidic pH values at starting points below a pH value of 3. This 
difference in the wound environmental pH value in acute and 
chronic wounds has been shown to be relative to differences in the 
character of exudate which affects pH value [2,3,5,6]. Progress in 
treatment of these wounds is frequently accompanied by reduction 
in pH. Restarting the reparative processes is associated to acidic pH 
levels (e.g., 6.5) [6]. Due to the availability of commercial pH and 
temperature measurement devices, a real-time bedside monitoring 
is now feasible without prior calibration, directly inside the 
wound without extraction of exudate and in coincidence of pH and 
temperature measurement in approximately 20-30 seconds. Topic 
as well as systemic factors can influence the microenvironment 
inside wounds. There is only a limited availability of data about the 
relationship between microcirculation and wound pH [7]. Hence, 
we have collected the/our first own data about the influence 
of intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC) using impulse 
technology (intermittent impulse compression, IIC) on wound 
temperature and pH in venous leg ulcerations (VLU).

Materials and Methods
Parallel to a running study, we started the measurement of 

pH and temperature inside VLU with (n=11) and without (n=5)  

 
using IIC (Vadoplex, Oped, Valley, Germany) over a time of two  
hours with continuous compression application. Patients were 
immobilized for this period with moderate elevation of the legs 
and application of intermittent impulse compression using foot 
cuffs (f=3/min; pressure application time [single impulse] tAppl= 
1 sec) for the treatment group and without additional application 
of compression for control group. Measurement has taken place at 
the start (t0), after 30 min (t1), 60 min (t2) and finally after 120 
min (t3) by using the/a wound pH-meter (pH-meter TR 26, NAWA 
Technology, Nuremberg, Germany). In the meantime, wounds were 
covered by application of a temporary gauze dressing wetted by a 
neutral, non-buffered solution (NaCl 0.9%).

Results
We measured 59 pH values and wound temperatures in 11 

patients with chronic wounds of venous origin, detecting pH values 
from 6.1 to 8.2 and temperature values between 27.2°C and 33.4°C 
at t0. Over a period of 120 minutes, individual pH-values varied up 
to 1.3 units and temperature values up to 2,0 degrees. In the IIC 
group, the mean pH value changed from 7.55 (7.2-8.2) at baseline 
(t0) to 6.75 (6.3-7.2) after a treatment period of 120 minutes 
(T-Test p=0,000). Wound temperature changed from 29.73°C (28.0-
31.6) at baseline to 30.07°C (27.7°C-31.0°C) after 120 minutes, 
respectively (Student’s T-test, p=0,212). In the control group, the 
mean pH value changed from 7.62 (7.4-7.8) at baseline to 7.63 (7.4-
8.0) at time point t3 (T-test p=0,789). Wound temperature changed 
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from 30.72°C (28.3-33.1) at baseline to 31.30°C (29.9°C-33.0°C) 
after 120 minutes (T-test p=0,389). Provided that pH value of 6.5 
supports the restarting of reparative processes without too much 
uncertainty, the mean pH value of the IPC-group after 120 minutes 

reaches the target pH-level more distinctively (unpaired T-test, 
test-level 6.5, p=0.089) than the mean pH value of the control-
group (unpaired T-test, test-level 6.5 p=0.004). The results are 
demonstrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: pH over time with (green) and without (yellow) IIC over time.

Discussion
Our data shows the influence of the application of IIC compared 

to no compression in patients suffering from VLU. While no 
significant changing in wound temperature has been observed, 
wound pH was strongly influenced by the application of IIC 
(p=0,000) and compared to control group. Without the application 
of compression, there is a significant difference between real 
wound pH and target pH value (6.5). Meanwhile the treatment 
group shows an impressive approximation to target pH value. 
These results support the suggestion that the normalization of 
microcirculation caused by application of IIC can modify the micro-
environmental conditions inside the wound. Following the existing 
and established evidence that wound healing is directly linked 
to acidic pH levels, our results hypothesize a direct connection 
between IIC and restarting of reparative processes in the healing 
of VLU.
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